[Stimulation tonometry of the functional segment of the large intestine in children].
In view of the frequently encountered functional changes of the distal part of the large intestine in children and the need for early purposeful diagnosis and rehabilitation of patients with this pathological condition, this part of the large intestine, responsible for adaptation, evacuation, and closure, should be distinguished as an independent functional part of the large intestine (FPLI). The frequent use of direct electrostimulation of the FPLI and the absence of an objective control over its efficacy allowed the authors to develop a new diagnostic method--stimulation tonometry of the FPLI consisting in conducting tonometry of the FPLI during direct dynamic electrostimulation of the intestine in comparison with background study. The method allows a differentiated approach to FPLI electrostimulation depending on the character of the pathological changes. Comparative characteristics of altered intestinal tonometry is give.